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About This Game

Dodge is a simple skill-based game powered by Game Maker Studio 2 where you have to avoid cubes to survive as long as you
can setting the highest score possible. In Dodge you can train your reflexes and also challenge yourself trying to improve your

score. Enjoy and please let a review of this game.
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Excellent & mysterious point n click game with horror elements. OK graphics. Marvellous storyline, it`s very interesting. The
sound design is simple, but pretty good. The atmosphere succeeds in making you feel lonely, wonderingly and on guard. The
puzzles are fantastic, and takes some time to go through and understand, which is perfect for a game like this one.. Wastland
Angel is a pretty good top-down isometric vehicle combat game. You drive around trying to eliminate vehicles that are attacking
you and that are trying to take civilians. Its about the right length I think, not difficult to get through on normal difficulty the last
couple of levels getting a bit tougher. Not too bad.. Well the game itself is really boring .. you just go around and eat things .. the
only good thing that i can say about this games is that you can get an easy 100% achivement game.. Nostalgic! Still the AI is
pretty impressive..though the graphics are pixelated its much better than most FPS games of its time..and Yes, its quite
challenging as well.. A fun arcadey shooter that's all about explosions! I get an 80's vibe just playing it...kind of reminds me of
Smash TV, but with minor RPG leveling and a de-emphasis on fabulous cash prizes. All in all, a very fun game for a low price..
Claims to support keyboard and mouse but it doesn't. Although I can move around I am aways moving in the same directions.
Moving my head points me at something but pressing "W" to move forward moves me relative to me start position.. As a lover
of nearly all roguelikes, I'm always on the hunt to try anything that is even remotely considered a classic. Now, from
what I gather, Voyage to Farland isn't necessarily a classic, but it is the closest thing we have to Shiren the Wanderer here
on Steam. Okay, I'm listening.

Well, I bought the ticket and took the ride. I'm out. Now I'd prefer to play my roguelikes in ASCII, so I'm the last person to
be picky about artwork, but Voyage to Farland is just on another level of 'ugly'. I'm not sure if someone went nuts at the
asset store, or what. There is absolutely no artistic cohesion. But even stranger, there is a huge spectrum of quality from asset
to asset. Again, I don't know, but it doesn't work for the game.

I wasn't impressed with the mechanics either. Of course I'm not going into detail here because I would need to invest
substantially more time into the game. From what I saw, it was pretty run-of-the-mill. I will say that one mechanic I
generally hate is rock\/paper\/scissors. I think it's a cultural thing. Regardless I find it 'dumb' and cheap. Caveman stuff.

Unless you are used to the Mystery Dungeon series, I'd steer clear. I assume those that are familiar will know exactly what
they are in for.
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Worked for me. I had 2 runs and though the map and the main story stay the same, it was fun.. Not bad for a HOG. More than
just find the objects, you have to connect most items to make something else, ie. sail and a boat to create a completed ship. Only
thing that really plagues this release is the achievements, over half won't unlock. As of today, only 21/43 unlock, the rest are
"unlocked" by 1.4% of users who glitched them. I'd still recommend the game though.. Great game. Turn-based exploration
with several groups. Each group normally has 6 members. Weapons, armour, potions, etc found in dungeon yield standard-to-
great items. Different structures can be built in towns where partys can be put together with adventurers drawn by your fame..
I've played it, Maybe add Free Play After Chapter 8 Instead of "do the levels again" ..... This is a great game with the potential
to become absolutely amazing. It is always nice to find an early access game with dedicated developers. This is worth the early
investment and I can't wait to see what material they release next!. amazing illustration and short stories.. Fun Trials game, great
map editor, and track center (in-game user map share) has more tracks than anyone could ever hope to play. Of all the trials
games up to this point, i'd say this is 2nd best - I liked HD the best - but really they are all equal.. Really enjoying this occult
mystery Visual Novel. The art is beautiful, the theme is well executed, there are some interesting decisions to be made, the
characters are interesting and each have their own secrets and mysteries to add to the atmosphere; and, most importantly, the
plot and narrative really makes me want to know where things are going.

The english translation is not perfect, but it's far from being bad. Not really a big issue.. Yes, a mini masters of orion, extremely
simplified....i recommend for being a good game, a 6 of 10 game if you know master of orion and a 8 of 10 if you just like
strategy....
but then, the most amazing discovery, there is the Galactic CIVS II! Soooo i am heading there =P . 3h of the old one are enough,
lets now check the second.

overall a 6 of 10 game, i would buy it on the time of release, nowadays...go for the II.
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